
1STREETWISE GUIDE TO CONTENT MARKETING

THE 5 
ESSENTIALS 
TO GETTING 
TRACTION 
FAST
If you’re a technology startup 
who wants to grow customer 
opportunities rapidly, here is a 
simple but powerful formula to 
get your marketing off the ground. 
From defining your purpose through 
to identifying key audiences to 
connect with, this guide will help 
you measure the success of your 
content and adapt to achieve the 
best results. 
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DEFINE YOUR PURPOSE 
(and therefore your brand) 
The first step to generating traction as a start up is 
understanding your purpose. This will help you define 
and develop your brand – what you stand for, what 
you promise and what experience your buyers can 
expect to have. Your purpose acts as a compass to 
help you know whether you’re heading in the right 
direction as you carry out your marketing strategy.

Keep Your Purpose Strong and Defined
Virgin Atlantic is a great example of a company with a 
clear purpose. They aim “to embrace the human spir-
it and let it fly”. By bringing this into their marketing 
strategy, they can better align marketing messages 
with their target market.

Desired Buyer Experience 
What experience do you want people to have using 
your product or service? Of course, you want your 
buyers to have a good buyer experience, but how can 
you leverage your purpose to take it to the next level?

Buyer Sentiment
What do you want people to feel as they do business 
with you? Safe and informed? Energised? Trendy? 
This will offer clues as to the best way to connect with 
and engage with potential buyers. 

For example, think about the difference between how 
eBay engages with its audiences and how Amazon 
engages with them.  

Existing Content
Chances are that as a startup you probably don’t have 
a library of existing content. Make sure you are aware 
of what content might exist internally, but also take an 
inventory of content that exists outside the company 
that can be used as inspiration for your own content 
or help you understand what gaps there are for new 
or fresh content.

Look for the Overlap 
Be alert for where your expertise and your buyers 
needs intersect. This will often be the area where you 
will find your most valuable buyers. This overlap will 
be a great starting point for generating meaningful 
content for a potentially receptive audience.

2 5 STEPS TO GET MARKET TRACTION AS A STARTUP 

STEP ONE

“Leads obtained by 
content marketing 
cost 62% less than 
traditional methods ”1
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STEP 
TWO

Content is essential to kick starting your 
marketing effort and generating leads. As 
a startup you may be strained for time and 
marketing knowledge, so industry specific 
marketing advice may be needed to help 
you create a content marketing strategy  
that works for your business and attracts the 
prospects you want.

This advice is where a significant portion of 
your content marketing budget should go, 
as having a solid, sustainable and adaptable 
strategy is critical. Cheaper resources (which 
are readily available and perform well) should 
be utilised for the execution of a strategy 
i.e. Facebook posts, Tweets and updates to 
promote your content.

According to Altimeter 70% of marketers lack 
a consistent or integrated content strategy. 
Despite a growing awareness of the fact that 
content is the atomic particle of all marketing 
- organisations lack a cohesive, coherent, 
strategic approach to content. 

GET THE RIGHT EXPERTISE FOR YOU
Just like getting an accountant and lawyer, you may need professional assistance around marketing 
and technology to advise, design and build world-class marketing strategy and content. This step is 
particularly important for startups whose internal knowledge and experience in marketing may be limited.

“In 2013 content creation 
accounted for 82% of content 
marketing spend, whereas 
distribution accounted for only 
18%  ”

“82% of 
marketers  
acquired 
a customer 
via their 
blog  ” 23
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After identifying the main buyer personas, divide them 
into...

•	 Influencers: Those who are likely to advocate, pioneer  
or recommend your product.

•	 Early Adopters: Those who are likely to have a    
pressing need for your product.

•	 Slow Adopters: People you will need to educate.

These three categories will have differing needs that will 
require varying content and forms of communication. For 
example, influencers will likely be more technologically 
capable and need to understand quickly how their 
followers will benefit. 

Understanding who your buyers really are and what they 
want is critical with 7 in 10 consumers saying they prefer 
to learn about a company through a collection of articles 
rather than an ad and 2/3 say the information provided 
helps them make better purchase decisions   .

IDENTIFY THE KEY 
AUDIENCES YOU WANT 
TO CONNECT WITH
This means you will have to analyse the behaviour 
and needs of prospective buyers. Although, 
demographics are useful, you must go beyond this 
and create buyer personas for your potential buyers. 

Buyer personas help you to understand the goals 
and behaviour of the different sorts of buyers of your 
product or service.

Useful aspects to consider:
•	 What do they do throughout the decision making 

process?
•	 How do they evaluate alternatives?
•	 What triggers the decision to make a change?
•	 Who and what influences their purchase decision?

STEP 
THREE

4
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IDENTIFY THE KEY 
CHANNELS THAT WILL 
REACH THE BUYERS 
After understanding their preferred channels, focus 
on building content that is likely to be useful to them.

For each audience, identify Key Performance 
Indicators (KPIs) that you will use to measure marketing 
and valuation success. Some KPI fields and methods 
of measurement are:

REACH
Unique visits, geography and mobile readership...
Reach generally consists of understanding how many 
individuals have viewed your content, where they 
are viewing it from and how they are viewing it. This 
provides a good baseline with which to compare the 
effectiveness of different forms of content.

ENGAGEMENT
Bounce rates, click patterns, page views...
Engagement builds upon the data you get from Reach. It 
tells you how long people are spending interacting with 
your content, which content they find most relevant and 
if they are coming back. This helps you understand what 
kind of content your audience reacts to and allows you to 
optimise it accordingly.

SENTIMENT
Comments and social sharing...
Through Reach and Engagement you understand the 
quantitative aspects of how your content is faring. 
Sentitment gives you an qualitative understanding. 
Analysing sentiment allows you to understand prevalent 
attitudes to your content and business, helps you identify 
your strongest advocates and lets you respond to negative 
comments. Additionally, making your content sharable 
improves content reach and sentiment analysis.

STEP 
FOUR
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This skill takes time to perfect. Continuously measuring 
buyer activities such as the frequency of site visits, how 
they are interacting with content and what content they 
are engaging with the most is critical. This will allow your 
business to adapt to any changes in your buyers behaviour 
and continue to offer high quality content. 

Key points to consider:
•	 Choose the right KPIs for your company and your 

content – these may change as you progress
•	 Continuously measure these KPIs to keep you on 

track
•	 Be prepared to adapt – changing your tactic is not a  

bad thing.
•	 Change is a constant so don’t over invest in one 

strategy and keep your purpose in mind.
•	 Getting the right content, analysing how your buyers   

react to it and adapting accordingly will take time. 
 
Remember: it’s a marathon not a sprint!

S T R E E T WI S E  G UID E

T O  CO N T E N T  M A R K E T IN G

Find out more about content 

marketing at:

www.aamplify.co.nz

MEASURE, LEARN AND 
MODIFY AS YOU GO
The marketing lead life cycle follows the process of 
turning a prospect into a buyer. Content marketing 
helps to build and move a prospect through this 
funnel.

The Three Key Stages: 
Visit: The individual has visited your site.
Lead: The individual expresses interest in your 
product or service and as a result you have their 
contact details e.g. downloading eBooks, sending 
queries.
Customer: The individual is or has purchased your 
product or service.

Today’s buyers are cynical, self-educated and 
bombarded by media. You must cut through the noise 
by delivering content that is relevant, entertaining and 
timely. The focus is on building a relationship with the 
buyer so that when they wish to make a purchase 
they will come to you. 

STEP 
FIVE
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